**GUEST EDITORS BEGIN**

*President Frank Benardella wanted to involve the membership more in every possible way*

- **1979**  
  Harold Goldstein Editor, Dale E. Martin, Guest Editor; Julie Quinn, Associate Editor.  
  *Year of the Rose in America via AARS*

- **1980**  
  Dale E. Martin, Guest Editor; Harold Goldstein Editor, Jo Barr, Associate Editor

- **1981**  
  Martin J. Martin, Guest Editor; Harold Goldstein Editor, Janie Jones, Associate Editor

- **1982**  
  Martin J. Martin, Guest Editor; Harold Goldstein Editor, Barbara Walsworth, Associate Editor

- **1983**  
  R. C. Allen, Guest Editor; Harold Goldstein Editor, Barbara Walsworth, Associate Editor

- **1984**  
  Marge Rehder, Guest Editor; Harold Goldstein Editor, Barbara Walsworth, Associate Editor

- **1985**  
  Ann Hooper, Guest Editor; Harold Goldstein Editor, Barbara Walsworth, Associate Editor

- **1986**  
  Howard Walters, Guest Editor; Harold Goldstein Editor, Lynn Baden, Associate Editor

- **1987**  
  Jan Shivers, Guest Editor; Harold Goldstein Editor, Lynn Baden, Associate Editor

- **1988**  
  Thomas Cairns & Luis Desamero, Guest Editors; Harold Goldstein Editor,  
  Lynn Baden, Associate Editor

- **1989**  
  Thomas Cairns & Luis Desamero, Guest Editors; Harold Goldstein Editor,  
  Carolyn Phillips, Associate Editor

- **1990**  
  Linda Campbell, Guest Editor; Kris McKnight Editor, Carolyn Phillips, Managing Editor

- **1991**  
  Sue Streeper, Guest Editor; Kathy Hamm, Managing Editor – MAGAZINE FORMAT –

- **1992**  
  Russ Anger, Guest Editor with assistance from Bunny Skran and Bill McMahon,
William Johnson, Managing Editor

1993  Bunny Skran, Guest Editor with assistance from Jo Kendzerski and John Dickman; William Johnson, Managing Editor

1994  Jeff Wyckoff, Guest Editor; Ed Gage, Managing Editor

1995  Louise Coleman, Guest Editor; Beth Horstman, Managing Editor

1996  Dr. John T. Dickman, Guest Editor; Beth Horstman, Managing Editor

1997  Marilyn Wellan, Guest Editor; Beth Horstman, Managing Editor

1998  Bob & Glenda Whitaker, Guest Editor; Beth Horstman, Managing Editor

1999  Howard Walters, Guest Editor; Beth Smiley, Managing Editor

2000  Steve Jones, Guest Editor; Beth Smiley, Managing Editor

2001  Ed Griffith, Guest Editor; Beth Smiley, Managing Editor

2002  Deb & Rob Mock, Guest Editors; Beth Smiley, Managing Editor

2003  Linda Burg, Guest Editor; Beth Smiley, Managing Editor

2004  John P. Mattia, Guest Editor; Beth Smiley, Managing Editor

2005  Gary Barlow, Guest Editor; Beth Smiley, Managing Editor

2006  Bob Martin, Guest Editor; Beth Smiley, Managing Editor

2007  Kitty Belendez, Guest Editor; Beth Smiley, Managing Editor

2008  Mike & Angelina Chute, Guest Editors; Beth Smiley, Managing Editor

2009  Sam & Nancy Jones, Guest Editors; Beth Smiley, Managing Editor

2010  Lew Shupe, Guest Editor; Beth Smiley, Managing Editor

2011  Jolene Adams, Guest Editor; Beth Smiley, Managing Editor

2012  Pat Shanley, Guest Editor; Beth Smiley, Managing Editor

2013  Nanette Londeree, Guest Editor; Beth Smiley, Managing Editor

2014  Elena Williams, Guest Editor; Beth Smiley, Managing Editor

2015  Linda Kimmel, Guest Editor; Beth Smiley, Managing Editor

2016  Gene Waering, Guest Editor; Beth Smiley, Managing Editor

2017  Gaye Hammond, Guest Editor; Beth Smiley, Managing Editor

2018  Pat Shanley, Chris VanCleave, Co-Guest Editors; Robin Gee, Coordinator; Beth Smiley, Managing Editor

2019  Bill Kozemchak, Guest Editor; Beth Smiley, Managing Editor